Discover and create.

Use this booklet to discover the different creatures that hide in our galleries. At the end of the book, design and cut out your own version of these creatures!

Turn to the last page for more creative ideas.
The Hunt

The man and his dog are hunting. Foxes are smart and difficult to catch.

Q: How can you tell the foxes are hiding?

Draw the fox’s eyes, ears, nose, mouth, claws, and fur.
Ancient Fish

This painting shows life on land and underwater. The artist included ancient fish, such as sharks.

Q: Can you find other sea creatures?

Draw the shark's eye, gills, and teeth.
Underwater

There are waves, sea creatures, and underwater plants painted on this urn.

Q: How many different types of fish can you find?

Complete the fish’s pattern using triangles and circles.
Family Pet

The artist painted himself and his family outside on the balcony. The cat was an important member of the family.

Q: What else do you notice about the family?

Sketch in the cat’s fur.
Pop-Out Time!

Cut out the pop-out creatures to create your own artwork.

Materials you may need:

- Pencil
- Paper
- Scissors
- Crayons
- Fabric
- Glue
- Tape
- Glitter
- Markers
- Cardboard

Try going outside to find supplies.

Shells, sand, pebbles, or leaves can be fun materials, too!
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Painting, Menneske Pyramide [Human Pyramid], 1941. Harald Engman (Danish, 1903–1968). Copenhagen. Oil on canvas. 87.789.5.1
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